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The premise of Tony Scott's 2010 film, "Unstoppable" is simple enough:  The cab of a slow rolling, 
half-mile-long freight train carrying hazardous chemicals is briefly abandoned by a well-meaning 
engineer believing he can outrun the loco to throw a switch up ahead. Just as he approaches the 
switch, the locomotive's throttle inexplicably slips out of "low" and slides into the notch for "full 
power."  From this point on, both train and movie race toward a suspense-filled conclusion. 
 
Throughout the film, there are occasional references to some of the more inconvenient truths of 
physics.  The best line comes from Denzel Washington, a veteran engineer who overhears the 
railroad company's plan to derail the runaway train: "It'll never work," he barks at the dispatch 
center.  "There's altogether too much train moving entirely too fast!"  Washington has reason to be 
worried:  His own train is heading right for the runaway freight -  on the same track! 
 
Momentum isn't just for high-speed runaway freight trains at the box office.  The notion of 
momentum also explains how many of today's most successful brands ‒ like  Apple, Nike, Virgin 
America, Southwest Airlines, Nordstrom and Target ‒ have acquired almost unstoppable public 
trust and consumer loyalty.  Clearly, they worked hard to earn those positions of trust, but just as 
clearly, they didn't get there overnight.  What did they do so right? 
 
1. Build momentum gradually then pursue it relentlessly. 
Brands that remain focused on winning consumer trust know that it's acquired one satisfied 
customer at a time.  Meticulous attention to customer needs and an insistence upon a totally 
satisfactory purchasing experience win hearts and minds every time they're executed. 
 
2.  Reach and frequency are multipliers of momentum. 
On the marketing side of things, reach describes how far a strong brand message can make an 
impact while frequency describes how often the message is broadcast.  Brands that have expanded 
their stature in the marketplace have mastered the interplay of reach and frequency.  Their 



marketing strategies are textbook cases of cross-leveraging these two factors to create measurable 
increases in brand impact.   
 
3.  A powerful brand story can trigger a memorable brand experience. 
As brands pick up momentum, their speed (read: success) is boosted by the "stickiness" of their 
brand story.  Most people have a soft spot for stories, so when a brand can relate its story to 
consumers in terms that are familiar to them ‒ while still addressing their problems ‒  it has gained 
additional momentum.  At least part of the explanation for this is that customers don't wish to let go 
of a pleasant emotional connection to a great brand story; they frequently internalize it, share it, 
and gladly spread it through their networks. 
 
4.  Consistency over time builds momentum. 
All brands face challenges in remaining consistent with their core message.  Those that have 
mastered the Rubik's Cube of Consistency can be confident that their message is never distorted, 
diluted, or misinterpreted.  Those that fiddle endlessly with the Cube or find they need to 
continually backtrack to hide mixed messages have already lost forward brand momentum. 
 
5.  The perception of forward momentum encourages advocacy. 
A brand's current position in the marketplace is one thing.  But the direction it appears to be 
moving (i.e., growing or shrinking) is far more important.  Brands with broad bases of customer 
loyalty also enjoy the fringe benefit of positive, frequent word-of-mouth approval.  This goes 
beyond the axiom, "People love a winner," ‒ it's closer to "People feel good about promoting a 
winner." 
 
6.  All customer touchpoints matter. 
Brand promises are usually kept (or broken) at a variety of customer touchpoints.  Wherever and 
whenever the brand and the customer experience intersect there is a new "ground zero" for a fresh 
wave of forward momentum ‒ as long as customers perceive that the brand promise has been kept.  
 
7.  Establish and maintain a bold approach. 
The brands mentioned earlier (Apple, Nike, Virgin America, Southwest Airlines, Nordstrom and 
Target) can all claim a level of boldness with their brand message.  But it's easy to spot some "up-
and-comers" using the bold approach successfully, e.g., Duluth Trading Company, Big Ass Fans, 
Moosejaw, and Bonobos.  The disruptive effect of a bold message coupled with outstanding 
customer service and a product (or service) oozing with value can send the momentum meter off 
the charts! 
 
8.  Develop an expert social media strategy. 
Social media is clearly the modern-day marketer's momentum builder of choice.  It represents one 
of the most powerful tools available for brands to attract, educate, inform, inspire, engage, serve, 
and influence the global community.  Brands with the most kinetic social media activity adopt 
techniques in which venue feeds venue, targeted audiences are expertly identified, and brand 
messages are masterfully reinforced through all channels. 
 
Momentum is not just for the big name brands.  It's attainable by businesses of all sizes serving all 
types of customer demographics.  By its very nature, momentum feeds on its own energy.  It can be 
engineered for amazing progress.  Regrettably, it can also lose energy and collapse under its own 
weight.  The wisdom and visionary stewardship of brand managers ultimately determine which 
track the brand takes. 
 

http://www.duluthtrading.com/
http://www.bigassfans.com/
http://www.moosejaw.com/moosejaw/shop/home____
https://bonobos.com/

